
 
 
 

Core modules   

  
 

Contacts     

Find and manage your contacts in one central 
place 
      
An updated and accurate contact book is vital to 
the success of any business. 
      
Add new companies and contacts in a flash. Easily 
store addresses, phone, email and key details on 
easily accessible contact cards. Save time by 
having multiple segregated contact lists and 
contacts open alongside each other. 
      
Take your customer service to the next level with 
complete personalisation. Create your own user fields to store all the information you need to build a 
strong rapport. 
      
Clarity Pro integrates feeds through accounts status data from Sage, allowing you to hold back on 
challenging accounts and prioritise more profitable ones. You’re in complete control of the calls you make 
or answer.	 
 
Drive results and deliver the very best customer service.  
      

Activities  
Get complete transparency on customer activity 
      
Remove the unknown when it comes to customer communication and activity, and ensure all the 
information your employees need is at their fingertips.	 
 
Your team knows your clients best. They know what questions to ask, and which buttons to press. They 
know how to plan their activity to win trust, confidence and orders. 
      

Log all calls and tag them to the contact. 
Easily pull up previous conversations. 
Schedule callbacks, meetings, events and 
more in a shared, integrated calendar. 
Set reminders to check in with existing 
and prospective clients. Get a complete 
history of quotes and orders. Never miss 
a sales opportunity again. 
      
Deliver the best service possible and 
become invincible when you have fast 
access to your entire customer 
relationship. 



 
          

Marketing    

Generate leads and break sales records 
      
Using Marketing you can boost your sales and communications by orchestrating clever, costed 
campaigns. 
      
Measurement of marketing response is essential. If you can’t measure it, don’t do it. 
      
Clarity Pro will tag and track lead sources at both contact and quotation levels, giving you traceability on 
how much you’ve spent, how many quotes have been generated and which leads have converted into 
confirmed orders. 
      
Be in control, know what works and repeat successful campaigns, accelerating business growth. 
 
     

Sales    

Never lose a sales opportunity again 
      
Breed success across your team and win more deals with our Sales module. 
      
Opportunity management made easy. Remove 
any guesswork or hunches and ensure 
complete profit assurance. 
 
Get a holistic view of your pipeline through a 
personalised dashboard. Know exactly where 
to focus your efforts, filter won and lost 
opportunities and get a complete view of your 
sales history. 
      
Save your favourite views as templates. Drill 
into an opportunity with a simple click and get 
straight to the quote. Analyse your results and 
find out where you can get even better. 
      
Be sharp. Be decisive. And win more business. 
      

 
Quoting    
Generate complex and accurate quotes in seconds 
      
Clarity’s unbeatable quoting and estimating module drives you to sell more at top margins. 
      
Quoting fast wins orders over your competitors. Quote for any job of any size. Bespoke quotes are easily 
built from standard products or time and materials. Create revisions and repeat jobs with a few clicks 
using historic or latest pricing. Email PDFs to your customers whilst they’re on the phone. 
      
Thousands of users raise millions of quotes every year with Clarity. Quotes they win. 
      



 
 

Reports 
See your business with Clarity 
      
Holistic business information drives better 
decision making, increasing growth and 
profitability. 
      
Access over 200 standard and unlimited 
customised reports from across your company, 
giving you the transparency you’ve been 
dreaming of.	 
      
Make informed decisions and expand into new 
markets and scale with ease. Bring Clarity to your 
business.    
      

Price Lists   

Never over or under quote again 
      
Ensure your prices are always up to date and manage your price lists in one central place. 
      
Multiple price lists allow you to clearly differentiate between products from alternate suppliers and those 
you produce yourselves, as well as items you may have positioned for your WebShops. 
      
If a price has changed, it updates across the whole system, so you don’t end up quoting old prices. 
Minimum and fixed margins can be set and price breaks can be applied to volume quantities. Plus, allocate 
customer-specific pricing for your VIP clients. 
      

Invoicing     

More cash, less hassle 
      
Clarity manages the final part of the order processing system so your cash flow stays at full throttle. 
      
Create partial or full invoices or credit notes. Manage repeat invoices from our unique recurring templates. 
Search for historic invoices easily and create batch and recurring invoices. 
      
Clarity Software is the most invaluable resource a business can have.	 
 
 
 
 

GET A FREE DEMO TODAY 
clarity-software.com 
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